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Top 11 Things To Consider Before Building A Paver
Patio



      I started doing hardscape work in 2003. Since then, I have met with literally hundreds of people to consult about building,

repairing, or expanding their outdoor living environment and I have learned a lot of lessons. Nearly every day, I speak with

someone about a paver patio and in most cases, if someone is just starting the process, they are overwhelmed. I love working

through the consultation and design process with people, and the following 11 questions are typically where we start at the first

meeting.  



1.)    How will you use the space?

      This is a question that sometimes people don’t consider; however, I believe it is extremely important. Many of the other

following questions stem from this overarching question. Will you entertain large groups? Do you just want an intimate area to

use as a couple or small group? I encourage people to envision the largest and smallest groups that might be using the space, then

think about traffic flow, seating, etc. What type of feel do you want? Should you consider creating different “rooms” within the

space, or do you want a single large space? 



2.)    How much space will you need?

      This question is very much related to how you will use the space.

Once you answer the first question, we can start to discuss what size

would be appropriate. It is interesting to me sometimes when people

tell me on our initial phone call something like, “I want it to be at least

700 square feet”. When I ask how they arrived at that, they really can’t

answer, admitting that it was just arbitrary because a friend built a patio

that size. Sometimes that’s an okay approach, but it helps to further

discuss to ensure we have the right amount of space. Do you plan to

have 4 top or 6 top table? Do you want a spot for your grill? How much

total seating area do you want? Will you have other furniture or fixtures

as part of the space?

At ProScape, we design our patios in 3-D and we drop in furniture,

grills, and built-in features, which really helps folks envision what it will

look like and how they can use it. Another exercise that really helps is

that once we have brainstormed a concept or even once we have

created the 3-D design, we paint out the area on the ground so the

customer can get a feel for it even better. 



3.)    Which pavers will you use?

      This question doesn’t have to be answered until later in the process. In fact, because of the way it relates to overall feel of the

patio and the way it affects the overall price, I recommend not deciding until a design concept has been established. Many times I

have seen people make the mistake of picking up a paver manufacturer’s catalog, and spend a lot of time and energy discussing

which pavers they prefer, then they get frustrated, or worse, they gloss over the other considerations that need to be made. In my

mind, it is function first, then form.

      First of all, there are a lot of different paver manufacturers. Each

contractor more than likely has a brand that they tend to use. By and

large, there are not a lot of differences between the different

manufacturers. Most all offer a warranty, and most of them offer at least

a few styles that are similar to the other manufacturers. I have worked

with 5 or 6 different manufacturers, and I’ve not noticed appreciable

differences. Unless you want something that is a little unusual, don’t get

hung up on using a specific manufacturer.

      Once you get to the point of choosing a specific style from a

manufacturer, note that there are a lot of different types of pavers, and

not all pavers are appropriate for every application. Also, there is a lot of

price variability between different styles of pavers, sometimes up to $5-

6 per square foot, which can mean on a 700 square foot patio, there

could be a price difference of around $3000-4000. Your contractor

should be able to make recommendations as to options that are appropriate for the style and construction requirements of your

patio. 

      The other thing that your contractor should be able to recommend is a few options for accent pavers. I try not to give too

many options, so my client won’t get overwhelmed (because the options are endless!); however, the great thing about paver

patios is how customizable they are, so incorporating a few custom touches takes a patio from just nice…to completely awesome.

At a minimum, we use a contrasting soldier course around the outside with a different paver style and/or color. Sometimes we

will use a paver as an accent band in a wall or pillar, or perhaps do an inlay in the middle of the patio. 



4.)    Are there elevation changes within the proposed space?

      For someone who has never constructed a patio, this can be an easy one to overlook. What we are talking about is whether or

not the grade of the existing lawn gets higher or lower. The patio surface has to be built flat, which means it might be elevated or

recessed. Sometimes it can complicate matters, and other times we can use it to create spaces that are both functional and unique.

In any case, if there are elevation changes, we will have to utilize retaining walls of some kind to either build up at least part of

the patio, or to hold back the ground around the patio to keep it from collapsing or washing onto the patio surface.

     Be aware that adding walls or creating a raised patio area will add additional cost. With this in mind, sometimes we have to

look at alternative areas of the property that are flatter (have less grade change). The least expensive paver patio is one that is laid

on a completely flat area.



5.)    Do you want a fire pit or other built in elements? 

      Fire features are the most requested built in element that I encounter, so I start with that. Some people have already decided

that they do or do not want a fire pit. The most common is a round fire pit; however, they can be square, rectangular, semi-

circular, free-standing or built into a wall. They can be wood-burning, propane, or natural gas. Your contractor can discuss what

will work at your home.

      Take some time to consider if you would enjoy other built-ins like a

grill, kitchen, sink, refrigerator, water feature, or fireplace. 

      Recognize with fire pits or any other built-in feature, you must

consider how you will use the space, and choose carefully where you

place a built-in feature, since you won’t be able to move it later.



6.)    Do you have any setbacks,  easements, or HOA       restrictions?

      You will need to consult your Plot Plan. If you don’t know if you

have a plot plan, check with your closing documents when you bought

your house. It’s usually with all those other papers. You will also want

to check your HOA bylaws (also possibly with your closing papers,

otherwise, your HOA representative is usually happy to share them

with you). Some (reputable) contractors will actually ask for your plot

plan at your first meeting, to figure out if there is anything that we need

to work around. There is nothing more frustrating than designing

something, loving it, then learning you can’t do it because it violates an

easement. The plot plan is usually pretty cut and dried, and a qualified

contractor can help you decipher all the markings to ensure you don’t

have any problems later. In my experience, occasionally HOAs can be

another story. For the most part, as long as it’s nothing gaudy or crazy,

they don’t care what you do in your backyard, and as long as you pay a

$25-50 fee and submit for approval, they rubber stamp it and you are

good to go. However, I have ran into a couple cases where they got

pretty picky about what you can build and where, especially if you are

going outside of the “build lines” of your house. 



7.)    What about permits?

      In general, paver patios do not require permits, because they are not considered “permanent structures”. That is assuming

they are built per manufacturer recommendations on compacted gravel and screeded sand. When you enter into the world of

decks, that is a different story, and they do almost always require a permit and multiple inspections during the construction

process. As you get into more complex outdoor living areas that include electric, plumbing, and other wood structures,

permits/inspections may be required, but it does vary widely between municipalities. 

      It can be a little intimidating for most homeowners to deal with

inspectors and municipalities; however, in my experience, they are

mostly great people who, if you are trying to do things right, are willing

to help. That being said, most quality contractors will just prefer to

handle the permits on your behalf, including researching if/what

permits are required, arranging the inspections, and dealing with the

inspector(s). 



8.)    How will you select a contractor?

      This topic is obviously near and dear to my heart. Of course, my job and my goal is to earn the business from paver patio

prospects that I am consulting with. Sometimes they choose another contractor because they may have conceived a better design,

or carry a certain product line that we don’t, and although I am disappointed, I respect that they are choosing another quality

contractor. However, in some cases, I see them choose a cut-rate contractor, or worse, a friend or relative that might be “getting

into the business” or has worked for a patio company. In most cases, we end up getting a call a year or two down the road when

the patios completely fall apart. You see, it’s not rocket science, but there is some science and engineering (and a LOT of back-

breaking work) involved to ensure that all the proper installation steps are closely followed so that your project will be both

beautiful and long-lasting. It is what you don’t see that determines if your new patio will be a dream or a nightmare! I have worked with

many, many clients who have spent $5000 to have someone install what probably should have been a $7000 patio, then only 1-2

years later have a reputable company like ours come in and have to charge another $5000 to completely tear out and properly

rebuild it. 

      Therefore, I highly recommend you qualify your contractor by

finding out if they are an Authorized Contractor by their preferred

paver manufacturer (ie Belgard Authorized Contractor, Unilock

Authorized Contractor), if they abide by ICPI and NCMA specifications

and have installers that are ICPI and NCMA certified (the gold standard

accreditation organizations), check out online reviews, and verify that

they have proper liability insurance and Workers Compensation

coverages in place. 

      Also, I think it is important you work with someone who you

genuinely like and that catches your vision.



9.)    Will you need shade?

      Depending on where your patio will be located relative to your house, you may want to consider a shade structure. Especially

if your patio is on the south or west side of your house and there is not shade from trees or buildings, you should perhaps

consider something for shade. The afternoon and late day sun is going to be very intense and may keep you from enjoying your

patio during the summer months. The most popular structure is a pergola or arbor, which are typically constructed from cedar

lumber, which is beautiful and is naturally rot-resistant. Pergolas or arbors can also be constructed from other types of lumber, or

vinyl if you are looking for a no-maintenance solution. Pergolas can provide more or less shade based on the size and spacing of

the slats on the top of the structure.

      There are other options such as a pavilion, which has an actual roof,

and is more “all weather” than a pergola, or sail-cloth, which is a

colorful and unique way to provide some shade. We generally

recommend staying away from pop up canopies or other “aftermarket”

pieces as your primary shade source because they are usually light-duty,

a hassle to put up and down, or do not provide enough shade for a

larger group.



10.)    Should you include any seat walls?

      Seat walls are very popular, and if placed properly, are usable to expand seating capacity. They are great for defining spaces,

give the patio dimension, and are a fun place to take pictures! Be sure to provide openings that are big enough and properly

placed to provide good flow between different areas of the patio or lawn. Also, if building a fire pit with seat walls around it, leave

enough space for chairs between the wall and pit so you have seating choices! 



11.)    What are you looking to spend?

      Uh-oh! Now we are getting personal. I always discuss money at the first appointment. Some people totally understand and are

prepared to discuss, and some get squirrelly on me. A lot of people don’t have a lot of context and they don’t know what a

reasonable investment is. I totally understand that, and in that case, I will provide a possible ballpark range (giving the disclaimer

that it’s usually a “dirty” number just based on some similar projects that come to mind). That way, before someone throws out a

number, they know if it’s totally out of line or not. But no matter what, it’s my goal to leave the meeting with an idea of what my

client wants and at least a general idea of what they are wanting to spend. 

      Believe me, I understand that this is a fluid situation in many cases.

It can be affected by competing projects, financing, and frankly, what

you are getting for the money. Would you spend $50k if we came up

with something a lot cooler and more functional than what you were

initially thinking? Perhaps. Maybe we need to focus on keeping the

project as basic as possible to maximize square footage for $15k in

another situation. It’s really different in each case, and we need to be

shooting at the same targets. 

       I totally understand that some people have had bad experiences in

the past or might be guarded about talking money. However, through

the years before I started having more productive money discussions,

we designed a lot patios that were two or three times more than what

someone wanted to spend because we included everything they said

they wanted…except they didn’t have any idea what it would cost.

Unfortunately that wasted time and led to some frustration for all

parties. Sometimes people say “give us your best price”, which we do,

but our best price (or heck, our direct cost) might still be a lot more than

what they are willing or able to spend. A quality contractor who you feel comfortable with is going to be a partner that helps

guide you through this complex process and shouldn’t be viewed as an adversary.



BONUS TIP: Find some inspirational pictures that capture your vision for the space or include a specific feature that you like.

      These days, before meeting with me, most people have seen friends’ patios and/or looked at pictures on Pinterest or other

websites. From a design standpoint, it’s really helpful for you to provide a handful of pictures and indicate the specific things you

do or don’t like about them. 



      A properly designed and constructed outdoor living area can bring you many years of good times and memories, and can be a

great investment too. Recent studies tell us resale value is in the 90-110% range! We have built a lot of really cool living areas and

our clients tell us that they love using them. Hopefully this e-book has helped you gain a better understanding of what to consider

prior to building a paver patio. All these questions need to be answered, and one must realize that the process sometimes require

you to revisit certain questions after another question contradicts it. If we can be of further help or if you have feedback about

this book, I’d love to hear from you. My email is luke@proscape-services.com. Enjoy your new space!
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